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It is getting hard to find economic data that is heading in the wrong direction.

Whether it's Initial Claims for Unemployment Benefits or Initial Jobless Claims (the

difference in these two is the first one has the additional Pandemic UA claims) or

Consumer Sentiment or Durable Goods Orders or Personal Consumption

Expenditures (PCE, which is a technical way of saying "Consumer Spending") and

the list goes on and on.  This is a good thing.  It means we are headed in the right

direction.  The pace of this economic recovery may slow or even stall, but that

should not be unexpected.  As we have indicated, the amount of monetary and fiscal

stimulus that has been provided is unprecedented.  The effects of those policies will

have less marginal benefits as time goes on.  It's the law of diminishing returns.  Also,

fiscal stimulus is looking less accommodative if Congress does not get another bill

passed soon.

The charts on the next pages will help illustrate the recovery of the aforementioned

economic indicators.

ECONOMIC SUMMARY
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The financial markets seem to be looking past the pandemic.

All of the major U.S. stock indices

were positive this week.  Growth

stocks led the way as the

bifurcation between

growth/momentum and

value/cyclicals continues to be a

factor.  Earnings announcements

have been mostly favorable.  

In an effort to be balanced, we

looked for something negative to

reference.  The elephant in the

room is Valuations.  Valuation is a

measure of how cheap or

expensive the market is relative to

a variety of measures like earnings,

sales, cash flow, etc.  The market

appears to be looking past the

pandemic and to an earnings

recovery late this year and into

next year.  This is something we

have discussed and should not be a

surprise.  Most companies

removed their earnings guidance

at the beginning of the pandemic.

Rather than give bad forecasts,

they chose not to forecast at all.

This left the market with no choice

but to look beyond the expected

pandemic runway.

MARKET SUMMARY

Fixed Income (or bonds) was

mostly flat or down on the week.

The riskier categories of fixed

income like high yield bonds,

preferred stocks, and convertible

bonds were positive, but those

investments arguably tend to act

more like stocks than bonds so that

should not be a surprise.  Ok, back

to stocks.  You have probably

heard about the handful of

technology stocks that have

performed well this year.  So far,

year-to-date, 5 stocks have

contributed a 9.27% return while

the whole S&P 500 Index has

returned 8.92% during that same

time period.  So, if we took out

those 5 stocks, the S&P 500  Index

would be negative year-to-date.

The index has 505 stocks in it and 5

are driving the performance this

year. That is not indicative of

diversification.  We should be

prudent and cautious while being

mindful of how these companies

are changing our world.

The charts on the next page

highlight the weekly trends along

with valuations and the top 5 stock

performers.

Understanding the
markets can help
us build a better

plan for our
financial futures

AND sleep easier
at night.
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Keeping up to date
on the pandemic

will hopefully help
you plan your

finances as well as
your life.

How do we overcome questionable data sources?

This section will be purposefully

short this week.  There have been

some recent questions over the

integrity of some of the

Coronavirus data sources.  When

this happens, we take the same

approach as we do in the financial

world.  We focus on the most

concrete data possible.  In this case,

that would be death rates.  It is

morbid but that is the nature of

this subject.  In the U.S., although

up from July, death rates appear to

be relatively stable.  I would prefer

to report that they are declining,

but that is not what the data is

indicating.  Hopefully, soon we will

see that trend declining.

CORONAVIRUS UPDATE

Vaccine work is progressing and

treatment options seem to be

getting better.

Please continue to stay safe and

take the necessary precautions

during this difficult time.

The following page has charts

summarizing the Coronavirus data.



Source:
https://datastudio.google.com/u/0/reporting/c8a0edc3-2d74-

4d85-9b7a-5ab335eb76b6/page/1XLJB



Financial planning
is an ongoing

process that
evolves with your

life's changing
circumstances.

National Wellness Month

August was National Wellness

Month.  Ok, so this is a little late in

the month, but there is no reason

you cannot apply some of the tips

we have for you!

Financial Wellness does not

happen in a vacuum.  I have visited  

with thousands of financially

successful people and most of

them have a higher than average

degree of emotion, mental, and

physical well being.  Take a look at

the 8 things you can do on your

journey to financial wellness.

https://abm.emaplan.com/ABM/M

ediaServe/MediaLink?

token=b01b0f94f9aa49a0961c5ab7

bfa76e02

FINANCIAL PLANNING UPDATE



Another good week.

The economy and the markets had

another strong week.  The Federal

Reserve has  indicated they will let

inflation run higher to keep the

economic recovery on track.  

Consumer spending is recovering.

Keep in mind that Consumer

spending is ~70% of our GDP so it

bears watching.  More people seem

to be getting back to work which

means they should have more

income to spend or at least able to

replace what the government is not

providing at the moment.

CONCLUSION

If you would like more details

regarding the market, the

economy, or Coronavirus, please

see the detailed email update.

If you have quesitons and/or

concerns, please give us a call.  We

are here to help.  If this update has

been forwarded to you and you

would like to be included on future

emails, please subscribe at our

website at www.323wm.com.  

Thank you very much

for your time.

Note:

The graphs and charts in this email

were gathered from Koyfin, Wall

Street Journal, FactSet, and a Covid

tracker

 (https://datastudio.google.com/u/

0/reporting/c8a0edc3-2d74-4d85-

9b7a-5ab335eb76b6/page/1XLJB)
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